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Everything is Marketing!
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How well are you being perceived by others? Circle the areas you may need to work on:
• How do you pull into the parking lot? Are you cautious or is it like you’re finishing the race for the Indy 500?
• How do you walk into the building? Do you just go straight to your office and close the door? Or do you say 

hello along the way?
• What does your voicemail greeting sound like? Does it say things like,“Hey, I’m so glad you called. I can’t wait 

to get back to you.” or does it have that tone of, “I’m just too busy to answer your question and I may or may 
not call you back.” ‘

• Do your invoices say, “Thank you for doing business with us”?
• Do your proposals say, “I look forward to working with you”?
• Are you on time for meetings or chronically late?
• Do you answer your phone during meetings or when you’re out networking? This signifies that whoever is on 

the phone is more important than the person right in front of you.
• What about your physical space? When you’re on a Zoom call, please look behind you first. I can’t tell you how 

many times I’ve seen dirty laundry or dishes behind someone on a virtual call. It doesn’t have to be interior-
design-perfect; it just needs to look professional.

• Speaking of physical space, if you have a retail shop or office that customers come into, what’s the general vibe 
people get when they walk in? Remember the five senses in Chapter 1. How does it smell? Is it warm? Is it cold? 
All of those things are going to matter when it comes to your physical space.

On-line Presence:     1 = Oh Crap?            4 = I'm a Rock Star!




